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Voting should not be a once-everyfour-years enterprise. It must be a
practice, and one that voters can find
information on and engage in with
ease.

Vote Ready is a campaign organized
by Vote.org, a nonprofit
organization laser-focused on
voting and voting rights.
Vote.org’s mission is to simplify
political engagement through
technology. Vote Ready aims to
engage younger voters (18-30) in our
democracy.

The first and second time someone votes are
the most important two elections in ensuring
voting behavior becomes a lifelong pattern.
Vote Ready will help make this possible.
Organizations, campus-affiliated groups, and
individuals can opt in to receiving information
about how to vote, why it matters and
encourage your friends, family, classmates,
and acquaintances that they should, too.

LOGOS

MAIN LOGO
STACKED

Use our vertical stacked logo
in color most of the time, only
using the secondary and
tertiary logos in special
circumstances.
Make sure there is adequate space
around the logo even when placed in a
corner.

DOWNLOAD
LOGO ASSETS
HERE!

HORIZONTAL

LOGO VARIATION

PARTNERSHIP

LOCKUPS
Partner logo lockups let our
collaborators accurately
represent their relationship
with Vote Ready in a way that is
informative and on-brand for all
of us.
The Vote Ready logo and the partner logo
should always be divided by a black line at
50% opacity, spanning the heigh or width
of the logos showcased. When the logos
are placed horizontally, the line should be
vertical. When the logos are placed
vertically, the line should be horizontal. In
the template, we also have a lockup that
includes the Vote.org logo if desired.

HORIZONTAL

PARTNER LOGO

VERTICAL
PARTNER LOGO

DOWNLOAD
PARTNER LOCKUP
TEMPLATE HERE!

COLORS
Colors are a key part of the
Vote Ready brand—they are
confident and should be used
boldly.
Always balance the equal usage of red
and blue, making sure not to use one hue
in higher proportion than another to avoid
partisan affiliation.
When in doubt utilize the purple color
spectrum, with blue, red, and highlighter
yellow accents only as sparse accents
throughout.

VDO
Darkest
Purple

VDO
Primary
Purple

VDO
Primary
Red

VDO
Primary
Blue

HEX: #1C0D32

HEX: #6941BD

HEX: #FF2846

HEX: #1A42CF

RGB: (28, 13, 50)

RGB: (105, 65, 189)

RGB: (255, 40, 70)

RGB: (26, 66, 207)

HSB: (264, 74%, 20%)

HSB: (259, 66%, 74%)

HSB: (352, 84%, 100%)

HSB: (227, 87%, 81%)

VDO Purple (-1)

VDO Purple (+2)

VDO Red (+2)

VDO Blue (+2)

HEX: #1C0D32

HEX: #B1A9E0

HEX: #FF9995

HEX: #819DFF

RGB: (28, 13, 50)

RGB: (177, 169, 224)

RGB: (255, 153, 149)

RGB: (129, 157, 255)

HSB: (264, 74%, 20%)

HSB: (249, 25%, 88%)

HSB: (2, 42%, 100%)

HSB: (227, 49%, 100%)

Vote Ready
Highlighter Yellow

HEX: #DEFF62
RGB: (222, 255, 98)
HSB: (73, 62%, 100%)

FONTS

Make sure to utilize the
right Barlow Family font
variation in the right place.

Only use Barlow Semi-Condensed and
Barlow Condensed in top-level headlines
and titles. Only use condensed fonts for 150
characters at a time. Barlow Regular should
then be used in longer body paragraph copy.

DOWNLOAD
FONT FILES
HERE!

FONT OVERVIEW

TYPE APPLICATION

Barlow

LARGE HEADING

Regular / Semi-Condensed / Condensed
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890.?!/:;()@#%

Sub-heading
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut
hendrerit ipsum quam, quis convallis tellus gravida ut. Donec
commodo interdum magna, eu consectetur risus faucibus
eget. Interdum et malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis in
faucibus. Fusce et suscipit ex.Donec commodo interdum
magna, eu consectetur risus faucibus eget.

ELEMENTS

These editorial elements
represent collaboration, as
our democracy is always a
work in progress.

Add these elements to a composition
as a way to add dynamic feedback to
something that would otherwise be
stale—highlight, cross out, write in the
margins to make sure your voice is
heard.

DOWNLOAD
ELEMENT FILES
HERE!

GET
IN
TOUCH

Need support in collaborating with
the Vote Ready campaign?
Don't hesitate to reach out to the
Communications team at Vote.org!

CREATIVE SUPPORT:
MIA@VOTE.ORG
PARTNERSHIP SUPPORT:
KELSEA@VOTE.ORG
GENERAL QUESTIONS:
NICK@VOTE.ORG

